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Abstract
Beurling–Landau-type results are known for a rather small class of functions limited to the Paley–Wiener space
and certain spline spaces. Here, we show that the sampling and reconstruction problem in shift-invariant spaces
is robust with respect to two classes of probing measures as well as to the underlying shift-invariant space. As an
application we enlarge the class of functions for which Beurling–Landau-type results hold.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Consider a function f belonging to a subspace V of Lp(Rd). Let X = {xj : j ∈ J } be a countable sub-
set of Rd , and letM= {μix : i = 1, . . . , t, x ∈ X} be a set of measures. The sampling and reconstruction
problem consists of finding the function f from the knowledge of the samples
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{
sx(f ) =
(∫
f (y)dμ1x(y), . . . ,
∫
f (y)dμtx(y)
)T}
x∈X
.
The measures M = {μix : i = 1, . . . , t, x ∈ X} will be called the probing measures since they are used
to get information about the function f . When t = 1 and μx = μ1x is a Dirac measure concentrated at x,
we have sx(f ) = f (x) for all x ∈ X, which is the classical sampling theory problem. The case where
sx(f ) = f (x) is the so-called weighted average sampling problem [1,14]. The sampling/reconstruction
problem has many applications in image processing and other areas of data analysis [3].
The subspace V ⊆ Lp(Rd), containing the function f , is often assumed to be of the form
V p = V p(Φ) =
{∑
j∈Zd
C(j)T Φ(· − j): C ∈ (p)(r)
}
, (1.1)
where Φ = (φ1, . . . , φr)T is a vector of functions, and C = (c1, . . . , cr)T is a vector of sequences belong-
ing to p. Among the equivalent norms in (p)(r) we choose
‖C‖(p)(r) =
r∑
i=1
‖ci‖p .
For a given p, 1 p ∞, the sampling problem is well-posed and the reconstruction problem is stable
if and only if there exist constants Ap > 0 and Bp > 0 such that
Ap‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥{sx(f )}∥∥(p)(t)  Bp‖f ‖Lp for all f ∈ V p. (1.2)
The upper bound inequality ensures that the sampling operator is bounded, while the lower bound in-
equality yields existence and boundedness of the reconstruction operator (see, for example, [3] and
references therein).
Given a set of measures M, we say that X is a set of sampling for V p(Φ) if (1.2) is satisfied. In one
dimension, when r = 1, and for the case φ(x) = sin(πx)/(πx), it is well known that if X = {xj }j∈Z
satisfies
(i) there exists δ > 0 such that xj+1 − xj  δ, j ∈ Z; and
(ii) D−(X) = lim infr→∞ miny∈R #(X∩(y+[0,r]))r > 1,
then X is a set of sampling for the case sx = f (x) [4,5]. Condition (i) ensures that the set of points X
is separated, i.e., the set X has no cluster point. Condition (ii) is a density condition on the set X that
ensures that there is at least one sampling point per unit interval on average.
For the case φ = βn where βn is a polynomial B-spline of order n, it was proved that if X = {xj }j∈Z
satisfies
(i) there exists δ > 0 such that xj+1 − xj  δ, j ∈ Z; and
(ii) supj∈Z(xj+1 − xj ) = α < 1,
then, for the case sx = f (x), X is a set of sampling [2]. Condition (ii) ensures that the gap between
sampling points in X is less than 1. This result solved a conjecture of Stephane Mallat on spline shift-
invariant spaces, but its generalization to a larger class of well-behaved functions proved to be difficult,
and no satisfactory result in this direction is known at this time.
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(1) the probing measures are Dirac measures; or
(2) the probing measures are obtained by convolution, i.e., dμix(y) = ψi(x − y)dy, i = 1, . . . , t , where
ψi are L1-functions and dy is the Lebesgue measure.
We prove that if X is a set of sampling for V p(Φ) and the set of probing measuresM, then X remains
a set of sampling for V p(Θ) and the set of probing measures M˜ as long as Θ is sufficiently close to Φ
and M˜ is sufficiently close toM. As an application, we extend the result for B-splines described above
to other generators φ that are not polynomial splines.
2. Notation and preliminaries
In this section, we impose some necessary assumptions on the set of generators Φ and the set of
probing measuresM and, at the same time, introduce certain useful notation.
The first of our assumptions on the space V p(Φ) is that the set {φ1(· − k), . . . , φr(· − k); k ∈ Zd}
generates an unconditional basis for V p(Φ). In particular, we require that there exist two constants mp >
0 and Mp > 0 such that, for all C ∈ (p)(r),
mp‖C‖(p)(r) 
∥∥∥∥∑
k∈Zd
C(k)T Φk
∥∥∥∥
Lp
Mp‖C‖(p)(r) , (2.1)
where Φk = Φ(·− k). The unconditional basis assumption (2.1) implies that the space V p(Φ) is a closed
subspace of Lp .
To ensure that pointwise evaluations are meaningful and that the sequence {sxj (f ): j ∈ J } (obtained
from a function f ∈ V p(Φ)) is in some well-defined sequence spaces, we must add some extra assump-
tion on Φ , e.g., Φ belongs to a Wiener-amalgam space (W 10 )(r) as defined below. For 1  p < ∞, a
measurable function f belongs to Wp if it satisfies
‖f ‖Wp =
(∑
k∈Zd
ess sup
{|f (x + k)|p: x ∈ [0,1]d})1/p < ∞. (2.2)
If p = ∞, a measurable function f belongs to W∞ if it satisfies
‖f ‖W∞ = sup
k∈Zd
{
ess sup
{|f (x + k)|: x ∈ [0,1]d}}< ∞. (2.3)
Hence, W∞ coincides with L∞(Rd). It is well known that Wp are Banach spaces and that Wp ⊂ Lp
[9,10]. By (Wp)(r) we will denote the space of vectors Ψ = (ψ1, . . . ,ψr)T of Wp-functions with the
norm
‖Ψ ‖(Wp)(r) =
r∑
i=1
‖ψi‖Wp.
The closed subspace of (vectors of) continuous functions in Wp (respectively, (Wp)(r)) will be denoted
by Wp = W(C,Lp) (or (Wp)(r)). We have the following facts (see [3]):0 0
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• If Φ ∈ (W 1)(r) and (2.1) holds for some p, then (2.1) holds for all p with 1 p ∞.
• If Φ ∈ (W 10 )(r), then V p(Φ) is also a space of continuous functions and the pointwise evaluation
f (x) is meaningful. In fact, the pointwise evaluation is a bounded linear functional on V p(Φ).
As for the probing set M = {μix}, just as mentioned above, we are interested in the following
two cases. The first of them leads to the classical sampling theory problem, i.e., μx are Dirac mea-
sures or, equivalently, sx = f (x), x ∈ X. The second case is when dμix(y) = ψi(x − y)dy for some
Ψ = (ψ1, . . . ,ψt)T ∈ (L1)(t). Here, the average sampling can be viewed as a convolution followed by
evaluation on the set X:
sx(f ) =
(
f ∗ ψ1(x), . . . , f ∗ ψt(x))T = f ∗ Ψ (x).
For the sake of brevity, we write f (X) and f ∗Ψ (X) to denote sequences {f (x)}x∈X and {f ∗Ψ (x)}x∈X ,
respectively. It is a remarkable fact that if Φ ∈ (W 10 )(r), then f (X) ∈ p for all f ∈ V p(Φ) (see the
inequalities in [3, p. 603]). Moreover, using the results in [3], if Ψ ∈ L1, then the sequence f ∗ Ψ (X)
belongs to p for all f ∈ V p(Φ) and we have∥∥f (X)∥∥
lp
N‖f ‖Wp,
where N =N (δ,p, d) = (δ−1√d + 1)d/p. We will need this explicit constant in the corresponding in-
equality.
3. Main results
In this section, we state the main results of the paper. The first two theorems show that if the probing
set of measures remain unchanged, then a set of sampling X for V p(Φ) remains a set of sampling for
other spaces V p(Θ) as long as the generators Θ and Φ are sufficiently close. These results may be useful
in applications since they imply that the exact knowledge of the space of functions under consideration
is not crucial to the reconstruction problem and some errors can be tolerated. Other but unrelated results
on error tolerance and error analysis for sampling and reconstruction, such as sampling jitter, truncation
etc., can be found in [11,12].
Theorem 3.1. Let Ψ ∈ (L1)(t), X = {xj : j ∈ J } ⊂ Rd be separated with the separation constant δ, and
assume that there exist Ap > 0 and Bp > 0 such that
Ap‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥f ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 Bp‖f ‖Lp for all f ∈ V p(Φ).
Let also Θ ∈ (W 10 )(r) be such that
‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r)   < 12
(√
C2p + 4mp
(Cp − ‖Φ‖(W 1)(r))− Cp), (3.1)
where
Cp = ApmpN‖Ψ ‖ 1 (t) + ‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) , N =N (δ,p, d) = (δ
−1√d + 1)d/p,(L )
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A′p‖g‖Lp 
∥∥g ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 B ′p‖g‖Lp for all g ∈ V p(Θ),
where
A′p =
Apmp
‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) +  −
N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
mp −   > 0 (3.2)
and
B ′p =
N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
mp − 
(‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) + ). (3.3)
Theorem 3.2. Let Φ ∈ (W 10 )(r) and X = {xj : j ∈ J } ⊂ Rd be separated with the separation constant δ.
Assume also that there exist Ap > 0 and Bp > 0 such that
Ap‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥f (X)∥∥
p
 Bp‖f ‖Lp for all f ∈ V p(Φ).
Let Θ ∈ (W 10 )(r) satisfy conditions of Theorem 3.1 with ‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t) replaced by the number 1. Then
A′p‖g‖Lp 
∥∥g(X)∥∥
p
 B ′p‖g‖Lp for all g ∈ V p(Θ),
where A′p and B ′p are defined as in Theorem 3.1 with ‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t) replaced by the number 1.
The next theorem shows that a lack of exact knowledge of the probing measure, which is often the
case in applications, can be tolerated in the sampling and reconstruction problem.
Theorem 3.3. Let Ψ ∈ (L1)(t) and X = {xj : j ∈ J } ⊂ Rd be separated with the separation constant δ.
Assume also that there exist Ap > 0 and Bp > 0 such that
Ap‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥f ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 Bp‖f ‖Lp for all f ∈ V p(Φ).
Let Γ ∈ (L1)(t) satisfy
‖Ψ − Γ ‖(L1)(t)   < ApmpN‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) , (3.4)
where N and mp are as above. Then
A′p‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥f ∗ Γ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 B ′p‖f ‖Lp for all f ∈ V p(Φ),
where
A′p = Ap −
N‖Φ‖(W 1)(r)
mp
 (3.5)
and
B ′p = Bp +
N‖Φ‖(W 1)(r)
mp
. (3.6)
The following “combined” perturbation result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3.
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and Bp > 0 such that
Ap‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥f ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 Bp‖f ‖Lp for all f ∈ V p(Φ).
Then there exist  > 0, A′p > 0 and B ′p > 0 such that ‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r) + ‖Ψ − Γ ‖(L1)(t)   implies
A′p‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥f ∗ Γ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 B ′p‖f ‖Lp for all f ∈ V p(Θ).
Although we have presented the above result in a purely existence form, one, clearly, can obtain
explicit estimates for A′p , B ′p , and .
As a corollary of Theorem 3.2, we obtain
Corollary 3.5. Let φ ∈ W 10 satisfy (2.1) and X be a separated set of sampling for V p(φ). Assume that, for
some ϕ ∈ W 10 , there exists a sequence q ∈ 1 such that qˆ(ξ) = 0, ∀ξ ∈ [0,1], and ‖
∑
k q(k)ϕk − φ‖W 1 
, where  comes from Theorem 3.2. Then X is also a set of sampling for V p(ϕ).
The fact that q ∈ 1 in the previous corollary implies that ∑k q(k)ϕk ∈ W 10 and we can apply The-
orem 3.2 to θ = ∑k q(k)ϕk . Using Wiener’s lemma [13], we get that ϕ = ∑k r(k)θk where r is the
sequence in 1 such that rˆ(ξ ) = 1/qˆ(ξ), from which we conclude that V p(θ) = V p(ϕ).
As a consequence of the previous corollary, we immediately extend the result for B-splines mentioned
in the introduction. We get
Corollary 3.6. Let X = {xj , j ∈ Z} ⊂ R satisfy 0 < δ  xj+1 − xj  α < 1, j ∈ Z. Let n ∈ N be given.
There exists  = (δ, n) > 0 such that if ϕ ∈ W 10 satisfies ‖
∑
k q(k)ϕk − βn‖W 1   for some q ∈ 1 with
qˆ(ξ) = 0, ∀ξ ∈ [0,1], then X is a set of sampling for V p(ϕ).
4. Proofs
We start by quoting a lemma which summarizes certain facts about Wiener-amalgam spaces. It can be
easily deduced from [2, Theorem 2] and [3, Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 3.1 and Lemma 2.9].
Lemma 4.1. Let Φ ∈ (W 10 )(r), Ψ ∈ (L1)(t), and f =
∑
k C
T (k)Φk , C ∈ (p)(r). Let also X = {xj , j ∈
Z} ⊂ Rd be a separated set with a separation constant δ. Then
(i) V p(Φ) ⊂ Wp0 ;
(ii) Φ ∗ Ψ T ∈ (W 10 )(r×t) and ‖Φ ∗ Ψ T ‖(W 1)(r×t)  ‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) ;
(iii) ‖f ‖Wp  ‖C‖(p)(r)‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) ;
(iv) ‖f (X)‖lp N‖f ‖Wp , where N =N (δ,p, d) = (δ−1
√
d + 1)d/p .
Observe that properties (i) and (ii) in the above lemma ensure continuity of functions we sample in
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, thus making our problem meaningful. Properties (iii) and (iv) will be used many
times below.
The following lemma shows that if Φ induces an unconditional basis for V p(Φ), then any Θ , which
is sufficiently close to Φ , induces an unconditional basis for V p(Θ). Although this perturbation result
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literature, and it does not seem to follow from well-known perturbation results such as the ones in [6–8].
Lemma 4.2. There exists 0 > 0 such that every Θ ∈ (W 1)(r) satisfying ‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r)   < 0 also
satisfies (2.1) for some m′p,M ′p > 0.
Proof. We need to find an 0 such that, whenever ‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r)   < 0, there exist m′p > 0 and
M ′p > 0 satisfying
m′p‖C‖(p)(r) 
∥∥∥∥∑
k
CT (k)Θk
∥∥∥∥
Lp
M ′p‖C‖(p)(r) for all C ∈ (p)(r).
Since (2.1) is valid for Φ , we have
mp‖C‖(p)(r) 
∥∥∥∥∑
k
CT (k)Φk
∥∥∥∥
Lp

∥∥∥∥∑
k
CT (k)(Φk − Θk)
∥∥∥∥
Lp
+
∥∥∥∥∑
k
CT (k)Θk
∥∥∥∥
Lp
 ‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r)‖C‖(p)(r) +
∥∥∥∥∑
k
CT (k)Θk
∥∥∥∥
Lp
, (4.1)
where for the last inequality we have used Lemma 4.1(iii). Therefore,
(
mp − ‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r)
)‖C‖(p)(r) 
∥∥∥∥∑
k
C(k)Θk
∥∥∥∥
Lp
. (4.2)
On the other hand, using Lemma 4.1(iii) once again, we have∥∥∥∥∑
k
CT (k)Θk
∥∥∥∥
Lp
 ‖Θ‖(W 1)(r)‖C‖(p)(r) 
(‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r) + ‖Φ‖(W 1)(r))‖C‖(p)(r) . (4.3)
Hence, by choosing 0 = mp , the lemma follows. 
Observe that we have the following estimates for the constants m′p and M ′p:
m′p mp −  and M ′p  ‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) + . (4.4)
4.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1
Assume that  < mp . Thus, by Lemma 4.2, Θ satisfies (2.1) and we can use representations g =∑
k C
T (k)Θk and f =∑k CT (k)Φk , C ∈ (p)(r). Then we have
1
M ′p
‖g‖Lp  ‖C‖(p)(r)  1
mp
‖f ‖Lp  1
Apmp
∥∥f ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 1
Apmp
t∑∥∥∥∥
(∑
CT (k)Ξlk
)
(X)
∥∥∥∥
p
+ 1
Apmp
∥∥g ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
, (4.5)
l=1 k
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Ψ ∈ (L1)(t), it follows from Lemma 4.1(ii) that Ξl ∈ (W 10 )(r), l = 1, . . . , t . Hence, using Lemma 4.1(iii,
iv), we obtain∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
CT (k)Ξlk
)
(X)
∥∥∥∥
p
N‖C‖(p)(r)‖Ξl‖(W 1)(r) ,
where N =N (δ,p, d) = (δ−1√d + 1)d/p as above.
The last inequality, together with (4.5), Lemma 4.1(ii, iii) and Lemma 4.2, implies that
1
M ′p
‖g‖Lp  N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
Apmp
‖C‖(p)(r)‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r) + 1
Apmp
∥∥g ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)

N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
Apmpm′p
‖g‖Lp‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r) + 1
Apmp
∥∥g ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
.
Thus, it follows that(
Apmp
M ′p
− N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
m′p
‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r)
)
‖g‖Lp 
∥∥g ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
.
Using the estimates (4.4), we conclude that, for  sufficiently small, we obtain the lower bound (3.2). To
get an explicit upper bound for , we use the same estimates (4.4) and set
Apmp
‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) + 
− N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
mp −   = 0. (4.6)
This is equivalent to the quadratic equation
2 + Cp − mp
(Cp − ‖Φ‖(W 1)(r))= 0,
where
Cp = ApmpN‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t) + ‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) .
The positive solution of this equation appears on the right-hand side of (3.1). Moreover, from (4.6) it is
clear that this solution is automatically less than mp .
Since Θ ∈ (W 10 )(r) and Ψ ∈ (L1)(t), it follows from Lemma 4.1(ii) that (θ1 ∗ ψl, . . . , θ r ∗ ψl)T ∈
(W 10 )
(r)
, l = 1, . . . , t . Therefore, Lemma 4.1(iii, iv) and the first of the estimates (4.4) show that
∥∥g ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
=
∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
CT (k)Θk
)
∗ Ψ (X)
∥∥∥∥
(p)(t)
N
∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
CT (k)Θk
)
∗ Ψ
∥∥∥∥
(Wp)(t)
N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
∥∥∥∥∑
k
CT (k)Θk
∥∥∥∥
Wp
N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)‖Θ‖(W 1)(r)‖C‖(lp)(r)

N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
m′p
(‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) + )‖g‖Lp

N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
mp − 
(‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) + )‖g‖Lp = B ′p‖g‖Lp .
This proves the upper bound (3.3). 
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In a sense, Theorem 3.2 is an almost immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. To see this, one needs
to convert the classical sampling problem into a sequence of average sampling problems using a bounded
approximate identity in L1. However, it is easier to repeat calculations that are similar to the ones in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 rather than to fill in all the details of the above argument.
Proof. Assume that  < mp . Thus, by Lemma 4.2, Θ satisfies (2.1) and we can use representations
g =∑k CT (k)Θk and f =∑k CT (k)Φk , C ∈ (p)(r). Then we have
1
M ′p
‖g‖Lp  ‖C‖(p)(r)  1
mp
‖f ‖Lp  1
Apmp
∥∥f (X)∥∥
p
 1
Apmp
(‖(f − g)(X)‖p + ‖g(X)‖p)
 N
Apmp
‖C‖(p)(r)‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r) + 1
Apmp
∥∥g(X)∥∥
p
 N
Apmpm′p
‖g‖Lp‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r) + 1
Apmp
∥∥g(X)∥∥
p
,
where N is as above. Thus, it follows that(
1
M ′p
− N
Apmpm′p
‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r)
)
‖g‖Lp  1
Apmp
∥∥g(X)∥∥
p
.
We conclude that, for  sufficiently small, we obtain a lower bound. An upper bound always exists if the
set X is separated. Repeating the calculations of Theorem 3.1, we get the explicit estimates for , A′p ,
and B ′p . 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 3.3
Let f ∈ V p(Φ) and use the representation f =∑k CT (k)Φk , C ∈ (p)(r). Using Lemma 4.1(ii, iii),
we get
Ap‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥f ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)

∥∥f ∗ (Ψ − Γ )(X)∥∥
(p)(t)
+ ∥∥f ∗ Γ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
=
t∑
l=1
∥∥∥∥
(∑
k
CT (k)Φk
)
∗ (ψl − γ l)(X)
∥∥∥∥
p
+ ∥∥f ∗ Γ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
.
Since Ψ,Γ ∈ (L1)(t), Φ ∈ (W 10 )(r), Lemma 4.1(ii) implies that Ωl = (φ1 ∗ (ψl − γ l), . . . , φr ∗
(ψl − γ l))T ∈ (W 10 )(r), l = 1, . . . , t . Using Lemma 4.1(ii–iv), we obtain
Ap‖f ‖Lp N
t∑
l=1
‖C‖(p)(r)‖Ωl‖(W 1)(r) +
∥∥f ∗ Γ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)

N‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) ‖Ψ − Γ ‖(L1)(t)‖f ‖Lp +
∥∥f ∗ Γ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
,
mp
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Ap − N‖Φ‖(W 1)(r)
mp
‖Ψ − Γ ‖(L1)(t)
)
‖f ‖Lp 
∥∥f ∗ Γ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
,
from which the lower bound inequality and the explicit estimates (3.4) and (3.5) follow.
The upper bound inequality and the estimate (3.6) follow from the fact that Φ ∈ (W 10 )(r), Γ ∈ (L1)(t),
and Lemma 4.1(ii–iv). Indeed, repeating some of the inequalities above, we have∥∥f ∗ Γ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)

∥∥f ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
+ ∥∥f ∗ (Ψ − Γ )(X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 Bp‖f ‖Lp + N‖Φ‖(W 1)(r)
mp
‖Ψ − Γ ‖(L1)(t)‖f ‖Lp

(
Bp + N‖Φ‖(W 1)(r)
mp

)
‖f ‖Lp . 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 3.4
Theorem 3.4 is an almost immediate consequence of the previous results. We include the proof for the
sake of completeness.
Proof. Let 1 be small enough to ensure that X is a set of sampling for V p(Θ) with respect to Ψ , i.e.,
by Theorem 3.1,
‖Φ − Θ‖(W 1)(r)  1 < 12
(√
C2p + 4mp
(Cp − ‖Φ‖(W 1)(r))− Cp),
where
Cp = ApmpN‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t) + ‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) ,
N and mp are as above, and
A′′p‖g‖Lp 
∥∥g ∗ Ψ (X)∥∥
(p)(t)
 B ′′p‖g‖Lp for all g ∈ V p(Θ),
where
A′′p =
Apmp
‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) + 1 −
N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
mp − 1 1 > 0
and
B ′′p =
N‖Ψ ‖(L1)(t)
mp − 1
(‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) + 1).
Assume now that
2 <
A′′p(mp − 1)
N (‖Φ‖(W 1)(r) + 1) .
By Theorem 3.3, X is a set of sampling for V p(Θ) with respect to Γ . Clearly, by choosing  =
min{1, 2}, we get the stated result. 
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